A thermodynamic assessment is made of a rotating detonation wave engine for the purpose of creating a
parametric model. This model is based on a ZND (Zeldovitch-von Neumann-Doring)6 analysis modified by the use
of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the application of a vector analysis of the upstream conditions. This model is
compared to the thermodynamic cycle based on data from a computational simulation of an RDE.
With some adjustments, the modified ZND model approximates many features of the computational model.
Further refinements should improve the predictability of the model. This model provides a reasoned thermodynamic
basis for theoretical understanding, design and testing of RDE’s.
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Project Pbjectives
• Objective 1:

Develop a comprehensive understanding of injector dynamics, coupling with
diffuser back-reflections, and their impact on RDE mixing, operation and
performance.

• Objective 2:

Develop a comprehensive understanding of multi-component fuels (syngas and
hydrocarbon blends) on RDE detonation structure and propagation, operation and
performance.

• Objective 3:

Develop advanced diagnostics and predictive computational models for studying
detonation propagation in RDEs, with arbitrary fuel composition and flow
configuration.

Capabilities

A proper model of the thermodynamic cycle requires an understanding of the transfer of energy in an RDE.
There are many processes involved, and only the most significant will be discussed. The wave will be conceptually
treated as a shock wave with heat addition, as in the traditional ZND analysis. The transfer of energy through the
wave can be followed through a series of vector diagrams along streamlines of relative flow in the rotating frame of
reference, and the corresponding path lines in the fixed frame of reference. These same streamlines form the basis
for an enthalpy-entropy cycle analysis. For a number of reasons, the streamlines exhibit distinct thermodynamic
cycles. However, the streamline cycles are not so different as to exclude a generalized RDE cycle that will be the
basis of the one-dimensional model. Before the streamlines are discussed, a description of the basic features of the
RDE will create a useful vocabulary. Investigators including Hishida8 have explored many of these features.

• Strongly coupled system: the response of
the injection system to detonation wave
propagation (pressure forcing) induces:
• Pressure oscillations in plenums (non-stiff
injector)
• Back-reflections from diffuser (impedance
mismatch and wave reflections)
• Mixing dynamics and effectiveness are
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• Unsteady operation of injection system due to • Incomplete fuel/air mixing
detonation wave:
• Fuel/air charge stratification
• Injector transitions from stiff to non-stiff
• Detonation wave dynamics and structure
operation mode
may induce:
• Mixture leakage (incomplete heat
• Post-detonation products backflow into
release)
plenums
• Parasitic combustion
• Excited plenums dynamics
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The Race Track Rotating Detonation Engine
utilizes the same test stand as the MRDE. It is
the equivalent of 12” diameter round RDE.
Designed to have optical access for imaging
through the main window as well as for laserbased diagnostics, such as planar laserinduced fluorescence, which are enabled by a
specially designed laser access window.
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The Michigan Rotating Detonation
Engine test stand holds a 6 inch RDE
capable of flowing up to 0.5 kg/s of air
with equivalence ratio of 1.
Instrumented with static pressure
measurements throughout. The system
is capable of CTAP mean profiles as well
as high speed pressure measurements.
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• Develop fully-resolved adaptive mesh compressible solvers for
capturing detonation processes
• Study structure of detonations in non-premixed systems
• Develop reduced-order models
• Study fuel composition effects on stability
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Iso-contour plot of AFRL injector
geometry showing the capabilities of
the current codes to capture
important flow characteristics such
as the detonation, oblique shock
wave and the resulting slip line
between the two.
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Goals of computational effort:
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UMDetFOAM detonation cell size validation with previous literature. 2D computation done
on ethylene and oxygen reaction, initial conditions of 300 K and 0.1 atm.
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Sample snapshot of pintle geometry
simulation startup process. Isocontours of temperature is shown.
Waterfall spectra of detonating cases at
equivalence ratio of 0.8 computed from high
speed pressure measurements. Spectral
signatures of main detonation can be seen in
feature A. The nature of B and C are under
investigation.
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• Assist in the development of the experimental RDE configurations
• Provide detailed simulation data to complement experimental
measurements
• Conduct simulations outside of experimental parameters to
extend datasets
• Developments and studies leverage
• OpenFOAM suites of codes
• U-M detonation solvers UMDetFOAM
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III. RDE General Features

Experimental infrastructure and capabilities:

Front window for
imaging

Laser

The simulation method is documented in a separate paper by Schwer and Kailasanath7 and will not be discussed
in detail. In summary, a premixture of hydrogen-air is injected through micro-nozzles along the inlet wall. The
model is a two-dimensional Euler computation without heat or viscous diffusion. The chemistry of combustion is an
induction parameter model.
The modeled chamber is 14 cm in diameter by 17.7 cm long and is modeled on a 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm grid. The
heat added is 3.5500e10 erg/gm. The molecular weight of the reactants is 20.9167. Specific heats were extracted
from the simulation are 1.4256 for the reactants and 1.2412 for the products. The gas constants are 3.975e6
erg/gm/K for reactants and 3.477e6 erg/gm/K for products.
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Plenum pressures taken during experimental
runs at varying mass flow rates. As mass flow
rate increases, plenum pressure rises as well.
During combustion, an additional pressure
rise is seen as the RDE enters steady state
operation. However for cases where the RDE
transitions between detonative and
deflagrative modes, the plenum pressures are
lower when the device is in the detonative
mode compared to the deflagrative mode.
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Mean pressure profile taken with CTAP
measurements during an experimental run.
Comparison between cold (unfueled) and hot
(fueled, detonating) flow.

Planar slice of AFRL geometry. Simulations
done on this geometry show:
• Post-combustion gases propagate back
into both plenums.
• Choking is terminated
• Blast waves move into plenum
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